Revisiting timbral brightness perception
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Main results
Brightness dimension in timbre space
not “purely” spectral.
Between sounds with very close
spectral centroid values but different
attack times, those with faster attacks
tend to be perceived as brighter.
Source/cause categories influence
general dissimilarity but not brightness
dissimilarity.

Study 1: Relation to general timbre dissimilarity and
source/cause categories

Study 2: Is faster also brighter? Relation to
onset temporal cues

Methods

Methods

• 14 instrumental sounds & 40 musically experienced listeners
• General and brightness dissimilarity ratings & direct multi stimulus

• 14 + 10 instrumental sounds & 36 musically experienced listeners
• Direct multi stimulus brightness ratings
• Linear mixed effects model analysis with crossed (maximal) random

brightness ratings

• Multidimensional scaling analysis (MDS) & comparisons via

effects design

congruence coefficient (CC), modified RV coefficient (RVmod), and Procrustes analysis metric (m2)

• Spectral centroid (SCG) and (log) attack time (LAT) (Timbre Toolbox)

• Modeling of raw dissimilarities by means of partial least-squares

Results

regression (PLSR) using 12 temporal and 22 spectral audio
descriptors (Timbre Toolbox) and 4 categorical descriptors

Results: MDS analysis
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Brightness ~ 1 + SCG*LAT
+ (1 + SCG + LAT | Listener)

C
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** p < .01

*** p < .001

+ (1 + SCG + LAT | Stimulus)

• Brightness dimension in timbre
space not “purely” spectral

• Acoustic instrument sounds exhibit
an inherent correlation of spectral
and temporal features

• Evidence of influence of LAT on brightness perception—likely not a “pure”
effect but rather due to an interaction with SCG

• A similar analysis with synthetic stimuli suggests that fluctuation of SCG
during the onset of a sound may play a role in brightness perception

Results: PLSR modeling
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• Bootstrapped R2 for PLSR models with different sets of descriptors
• Evidence for influence of source-cause categories in general
dissimilarity but not in brightness dissimilarity
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